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\[ \text{Autumn} \]

\[ \text{J = 65} \]

\[ \text{Intro} \]
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\[ \text{Voice} \]

\[ \text{Pno.} \]
A single lie to feed the wandering eye
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Dr.
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Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

Cb.
The break of night to save me
To lead me on to lead me on...
Sole desire feels so long to realize it's true
So far gone to say good-bye
A waste of time to dream the road long gone
So am I left to wonder why?
too many years too many years
Sole desire feels so long to realise
Sole de-si-re
what my soul de-si-res
All the wrongs that I can't hide have

so long faded by lost in the wake of
Voice: long for-got-ten tides and salted dry weight-ed eyes

Pno.

Vln. I

Vln. II

Vla.

Voice: love and lies a sac red sight

Pno.

Voice: Some-where home when I stay

Pno.
Sole desire feels so long to realise
Weight of time cold like stone...
when leaves have flown
the morn - ing light
Seeds I've sown have passed me by
Pno.

Bass
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Vln. II
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Vc.

Cb.
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